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A Northern Silver Mine

A Northern Silver Mine, Franklin Carmichael (Canada, 1890-1945), 1930. Oil on canvas, 101.5 x
121.2 cm.

With cool winds blowing in, Franklin Carmichael gives motion and abundance to the
prospect of this silver mining town; he strategically places depth and a sense of motion into
each brush stroke. Carmichael captures the likeness of these man made objects with measured
precision and cool neutral tones. He connects simple geometric lines and bold shading that
utilizes the blue/green paint in the background, to create iconic silhouettes with ruled accuracy,
and hard edges. But he relinquishes that ruled precision with a soft hand, as he allows the
curved lines and free-formed shapes of nature to guide his hand when characterizing the soft
lush green rolling hills, and cool blue hues that perfectly capture the invigorating freshness of
the dancing sky, running lakes, and rocky formations. He adds dynamacism to two opposing
forces: nature and man, but allows them to meld together seamlessly without a hint of tension.
Carmichael adds unique vantage points to his works – by having the rolling hills, flowing water,
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and shifting skies all culminating to one place it forces the eye to the heart of the picture, the
town of Cobalt.

Even now when travelling through Cobalt you will still see remnants of the silver mines
through the standing Headframes, and unique rock formations, the soft curvature of the town
gives way to hills and valleys that are filled with stories over a century old.

Walking in the footsteps of Carmichael, gaze towards the rolling landscape of Ontario's
most historic town and see the past cohabit with the present. While the town has changed
throughout the century, it’s character remains the same; towering monuments of Cobalt’s mining
history still exist to this day allowing locals and newcomers the ability to marvel at these artifacts
of the silver days.

On the Group of Seven in Temiskaming Tour this painting’s plaque is in view of the
historic Right-Of-Way mining headframe.

Temagami, Portage

Arthur Lismer (Canadian, 1885–1969), Temagami, Portage, 1945. Oil on canvas. 52.5 x 65 cm.

With his artistic influence coming from the Post-Impressionism movement, it wasn’t until
Arthur Lismer left the English countryside for the Canadian wilderness that his work took on
such vivid outcomes. While many of Lismer’s wilderness paintings convey the visual tension
between the environment and the elements, this work instead conveys a stillness and serenity
that the Temagami region is still known for.



Lismers’ approach to this painting is an observation on the complexity of the flora and
old growth forests that surround Temagami, but it is also an homage to the incredible stillness of
the lakes that are to this day still popular destinations for those who portage and fish. Lismers
country heritage coloured his approach to painting; his flora is very detail-oriented – he captures
every twig, bushel, and branch in the wind, alongside a variety of different trees, attentively
shaded under the sun. He captures the serenity and joy that Temagami is well known for. It is a
quiet haven, filled with a very complex ecosystem of flora and fauna. Arthur Lismer creates an
artwork that conveys both motion and stillness, accurately depicting the natural world of
Temagami.

The marker for this stop on the Group of Seven in Temiskaming tour is at Finlayson Point
Provincial Park. It is a wonderful place to portage, allowing visitors to travel in the footsteps of
Arhur Lismer and his fellow artists.

Houses, Cobalt

Houses, Cobalt, Franklin Carmichael (Canadian, 1890-1945), c. 1931-1932. Linocut, 6 x 7 cm
(2.4 x 2.8 in).

Nestled beside cedar trees in the cozy mining town of Cobalt, Ontario stands another
beautiful marker for the Group of Seven in Temiskaming Tour. Located within Dr Pollard Poetry
Park, one of Northern Ontario's only poetry parks, this marker is surrounded by budding trees,
and other plaques dedicated to individuals who have left a special mark on Cobalt’s history. This



public Poetry Park overlooks a beautiful hilly vista of pastel painted homes that have been lived
in and loved for nearly a century. These parlours of colour are popularized throughout historic
Cobalt, Ontario. Inspired by the soft brightness radiating off this cozy northern town, Franklin
Carmichael, with an experienced and patient hand chiselled away at his linoblock, attentively
selecting the appropriate colours that brought the same amount of warmth as the homes;
capturing a picture-perfect postcard of Cobalt in Winter,

The stark snowy white in contrast with a brilliant blue cloudless sky allows the houses to
pop out like shining beacons of warmth. It’s as though the painting also has silvery tones added
to it –whether intentional or not– it speaks to the importance of silver in Cobalt’s past and
present. Carmichael has a knack for playing around with the audience’s focus; he utilizes unique
vantage points to help guide the eyes across his paintings, allowing the audience to happily
walk through the snowy hills of HIstoric Cobalt, feeling the warmth coming off the homes on a
wintery night.

Ontario Mining Town

Ontario Mining Town, Cobalt, A.Y. Jackson, 1933. Oil on wood, 21 x 28 1/4 in (53.3 x 71.8 cm).
Private Collection, Toronto

Silver skies and cobalt blue horizons capture the landscape of Ontario’s most historic
town, Cobalt. A.Y. Jackson appropriately captures Ontario’s silver boom town by adding
splashes of silver paint to the sky, the snow, the mountains, and the buildings, highlighting the
importance of the mineral in Cobalt. Jackson depicts a quiet scene in a booming town filled with
neutral, cool, and muted colours that still provide an earthy tone to compliment that vast
landscape encompassing the mining town.



Although painted in the early-mid 20th century, those who explore Cobalt, Ontario to this
day will still see similarities depicted by Jackson. Explore the town and see rustic homes with
walls and foundations that hold stories passed down for over a century, walk the same path as
the artists and the prospectors and sit beneath the shade of the towering headframes
–monuments of history that have remained in town. Interact with locals to learn more about the
heritage and legacy of this historic town.

Cobalt is a town that has preserved its history and legacy, and proudly displays that
history in full view. This painting gives the audience a peek into the quiet but busy town of
Cobalt, who has still remained active to this day.

For the Group of Seven in Temiskaming Tour the plaque for this painting is located on
Silver Street in the heart of downtown Cobalt, Ontario, surrounded by historic buildings and
award winning shops.

Autumn Cobalt

Autumn Cobalt, A.Y. Jackson, 1935. Oil on wood, 21.6 x 26.7 cm (8 1/2 x 10 1/2 in)

Bright fiery bursts of emotion and colour; what looks to be a fire burns in the foreground,
while cool calm skies and rolling hills live closely in the background. Every year in Autumn,
Northern Ontario becomes a brilliant spectacle, filled with the deepest warmest hues
imaginable. Kilometres of brilliant reds, oranges, and yellows fill these once lush green forests.
A.Y. Jackson enthusiastically captures that brilliant spectacle as his brush strokes dance across
the canvas like leaves in the wind. This depiction of Cobalt in Autumn is one that is still revered



to this day, as this historic town provides local and travelling sightseers with bold colourful vistas
every year.

The location of this plaque for the Group of Seven in Temiskaming Tour is situated
between two beautiful lakes in Cobalt Ontario: Short and Cobalt lake; two bodies of water that
provide exquisite views of the surrounding nature and the historic remnants of Cobalt’s mining
past

Jackson incorporates the importance of tone & colour, as well as direction in his painting
by creating a cool background of blues, grays and greens in a linear direction that are neatly
parallel to each other, only really converging on the horizon, creating a sense of calm and
serenity. While his foreground is bursting with life and warmth, it is an explosion of warm reds
and yellows mixing together to create vibrant oranges that dance wildly in carefree directions.
The difference in the techniques and colours for the foreground and background allows for more
appreciation of the bold and somber colours used to depict the duality of nature and the local
towns environment.


